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Clarity on the performance of IT

Metricus
Product Brief

Metricus: what is it

Metricus Overview

Metricus IT Performance Management Framework
Set performance
targets

Best Practice Metrics
that make sense to the
business

Measure
Outcomes

Scorecards and
performance
analysis to measure
outcomes

Drive
Improvements

Trending information
and benchmarking for
informed decision
making

ITIL v3 continual service improvement /
COBIT Goal to KGI to Outcome Measures

Built on
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Metricus: what can you do with it?

Metricus Overview

Metricus IT Performance Management Framework
Set performance
targets
A best practice metric
repository with metrics
that align with your
business goals.


Metrics for ITIL and
COBIT processes



IT balanced scorecard
metrics



Toolkits to tell you what
data is required for the
metrics and how to get it

Measure
Outcomes

Drive
Improvements

Quality and reliable
information from your IT
organization that you can
count on

Recognize trends,
compare performance and
proactively improve
performance



Process or functional
scorecards and
dashboards



Benchmark internal
teams or departments



Compare performance
with industry peers



predefined templates



ITIL process scorecards



Drive Green IT initiatives



Taps into your existing
systems and service
management tools



Better manage the
relationship with your
suppliers

ITIL v3 continual service improvement /
COBIT Goal to KGI to Outcome Measures
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Metricus: cascades from business strategy to IT
performance measures
Business
Strategy

drives

IT Strategy

Business
Balanced
Scorecards
Scope of Metricus

CIO dashboard /
Benchmarking

drives

IT processes

ITIL / COBIT
process
scorecards

Metricus Overview

Metricus aligns the IT strategy
with business strategy and
provides relevant information
at a strategic, tactical and
operational level.
Metricus uses well defined,
pragmatic and practical metrics
and measures to ensure IT
management are equipped to
take well balanced decisions

drives

IT Activities

IT Performance
Analysis

IT Performance
metrics and
measures
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Metricus: benefits and features
Metricus Overview

Metricus presents a unique and holistic view on the performance of
IT based on practical and pragmatic metrics.
 Benefit from metric repositories with metrics that are practical, pragmatic and aligned
with industry best practices (ITIL, COBIT, etc.). Metricus allows you to demonstrate the
value of IT best practices.
 Make use of a flexible IT performance management framework that can be
customized for your specific requirements, such as Green IT, supplier management,
benchmarking , CIO decision making or IT process management
 Move away from managing excel sheets and disparate data sources and move towards
presenting a holistic picture on IT performance
 Metricus will tell you exactly how good your data is and what data sources are required
for populating metric scorecards. Extraction script, FTP and manual data entry options
are available
 Reduce the total cost of ownership IT Performance Management by using a
consolidated framework that is built on the Microsoft business intelligence suite

Nominated Innovation
Award 2008

Built on trusted software
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What is so novel about this..
Metricus Overview

For the first time organizations are provided with a unique and holistic
view on the performance of IT based on practical and pragmatic metrics.

Set
Performance
targets

Measure
outcomes

Drive
improvements

 There is no consistent way of using metrics in the market
right now. Metrics provided by consultants or ITIL/COBIT
Frameworks are theoretical and difficult to use. Metricus
bridges this gap with a pragmatic metrics framework based
on specific metric definitions and ‘meta information’ about
the use and adoption of metrics
 Business Intelligence solutions typically provide rich
analysis and measurement solutions but are difficult to
implement and lack the right metrics that are applicable for
IT management . Metricus provides these features coupled
with well defined metrics in a hassle free environment.
 IT enterprise management dashboards provide basic
monitoring capabilities in a very specific area of IT. Metricus
aggregates information from various systems and tools in IT
and provides trending and analysis information as well
as benchmarking capabilities
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Metricus: now why do you need it
Metricus Overview

Information Week says that
for too many organizations
IT still is considered to be a
black box.

ITpreneurs research confirms
this and 65% of IT managers
interviewed agree with the
Information Week statement.
IT is a black box and
organizations do not have the
information they need that is
required for informed decision
making

Source: Information Week 2008 - Hunting the Elusive IT Dashboard
Source: ‘Trends in IT Performance Management’, 2008, ITpreneurs.
Survey and interviews amongst 99 IT executives and consultants in five continents
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Reality check: how mature are organizations?
Metricus Overview

Only 6% of IT managers have a comprehensive picture on IT performance.
The majority though work with fragmented information and disparate data

Source: ‘Trends in IT Performance Management’, 2008, ITpreneurs.
Survey and interviews amongst 99 IT executives and consultants in five continents
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Reality check: what are the major bottlenecks
Metricus Overview

Not knowing what to measure, lack of understanding and expertise to
execute are the biggest inhibitors for IT managers

Metricus IT
Performance
Management

Source: ‘Trends in IT Performance Management’, 2008, ITpreneurs.
Survey and interviews amongst 99 IT executives and consultants in five continents
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Reality check: What are success factors
Metricus Overview

Organizations look at IT best practices for support in identifying metrics
and realize they need to have both resources in place and a buy in from the
business

Metricus IT
Performance
Management

Source: ‘Trends in IT Performance Management’, 2008, ITpreneurs.
Survey and interviews amongst 99 IT executives and consultants in five continents
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Metricus Metrics: examples of best practice metrics
Metricus Overview

Metricus provides metrics that are aligned with IT best practices .
You will find the metric modules you need to manage your service desk,
change management process, capacity management, etc.

Cascading down from business
goals to COBIT processes and
metrics: Here is a set of metrics
that are aligned with COBIT DS8:
manage service desk and
incidents

* These are actual screen shots from Metricus
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Metricus Metrics: KPIs for ITIL v2 or v3
Metricus Overview

Metricus provides metrics that are aligned with IT best practices .
Including comprehensive metric lists for ITIL v3 and the knowledge to
collect the data required for populating these metrics.

Metrics mapped to ITIL V3
processes . This list provides
an overview of Metrics that
are relevant for the CSI
domain

An ITIL v3 Scorecard
template that includes the
top 10 ITIL metrics for
example for Configuration
Management
* These are actual screen shots from Metricus
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Metricus Strategic:
a holistic picture on IT performance

Metricus Overview

Metricus delivers template dashboards, scorecards and reports that
you can further configure and adapt to your own environment and
requirements.

An example of an IT strategy
map based on the IT
balanced scorecard
principles.
Color codes instantly reveal
how various IT activities are
performing.
Support is slightly off target,
but Delivery is on track.

IT balanced scorecard - Strategy Map
* These are actual screen shots from Metricus
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Metricus Strategic: internal benchmarking of teams
or departments

Metricus Overview

Metricus provides the dashboards and analysis capabilities
to compare internal departments, teams or geographic units with each
other based on best practice metrics

Roll-up indicators and color codes
provide an insight into current
performance based on predefined
targets

This graph shows how each of the
internal departments are performing
on a predefined set of ITIL metrics
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Metricus Process:
ITIL process scorecards / dashboards

Metricus Overview

Metricus is populated with dashboard templates for all major IT best
practices. Preventing the need for organizations to reinvent the wheel
and leverage the collective knowledge of Metricus

This ITIL v2 Dashboard allows
Service Managers to track the value
contribution of an ITIL
implementation.

* These are actual screen shots from Metricus
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Metricus Activities : Measure outcomes
Metricus Overview

Measure the outcomes of specific processes or IT activities.
Dashboards and scorecards can be customized based on individual
requirements
Let’s analyze ‘support’
further:
Actual versus target
benchmarks show
percentage of Service
Requests resolved on
initial contact is an issue.

The graph tells us
performance is degrading.
Time for action and let’s
initiate an improvement
project.

* These are actual screen shots from Metricus
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Metricus Activities: Call analysis and call metrics
Metricus Overview

This dashboard is for
Service Desk Managers
and Analysts and
allows for advanced
analysis of the
performance of the
Service Desk and call
metrics
Information can be
analyzed in great detail
and advanced slicing
and dicing of
information is possible
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Metricus Platform for performance management:
Green IT

Metricus Overview

Metricus for
Green IT
Monitoring the
contribution of
organizations
with respect to
sustainable
information
technology.
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Case Study – Airline
Metricus Overview

Challenges

Metricus

Value

Difference

Application

Case Study

Manage external
providers
A Brazilian Airline
company is using
Metricus to get an
insight into how
external service
providers are
performing.
This allows the
organization to get a
better grip on the
service providers and
allows for informed
discussion making

Services delivered by
external providers
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Case Study – Financial Services
Metricus Overview

Challenges

Metricus

Value

Difference

Application

Case Study

Monitor IT Operations
A large financial
organization required
an insight into the
performance of
specific IT processes
and required SLA
monitoring.
A Metricus Prototype
was constructed to
demonstrate the IT
performance of the
specific processes
and alert in case of
potential SLA breach.

Incident monitoring
per severity level
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Metricus Overview

End of
presentation…
Beginning of
Metricus
Journey?
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Metricus Overview

Founded in 2001, NAI is a leading provider of
consulting, training, benchmarking and solutions in
the areas of IT management and control best
practices utilizing globally accepted standards and
frameworks such as ISO 20000, ITIL, eSCM,
PMBOK, CMMI and COBIT.

Corporate Headquarters
Nouri Associates, Inc.
1 Embarcadero Center Suite 500
San Francisco, CA 94111
Telephone: +1 (415) 267-7611
Facsimile: +1 (415) 267-6127
Email: info@NouriAssociates.com
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